THOSE INSURED AT AGIDA AUTO
MATICALLY RECEIVE €400 ON
THEIR VIRTUAL HEALTH ACCOUNT.

	This money can be used to pay for services that are
not covered by the standard range of services of a
statutory health insurance.
Additional services are: osteopathy, travel vaccinations,
skin cancer screening, homoeopathy, check-up
starting at age 25, dental sealants, laughing gas
sedation, MammaCare.
Each family member receives their own health account
with a credit of €400 each.

CONTACT
0800 2 44 32 33 (kostenfrei)
Chat
service@agida.de
AGIDA
Die Direkte der AOK Hessen
Postfach 1127, 65001 Wiesbaden
agida.de
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MORE HEALTH
IN YOUR
ACCOUNT

MY €360
BONUS!
MY WAY, MY H EA LTH I N S U R A N C E .

Tariff

THE UNIQUE
AGIDA BONUS
MODEL

Gross income
per year

Direct bonus

Health bonus*

… In case of income changes
a brief info suffices.

… Because you‘d
rather get direct

… Because we
reward all those

service via email,
phone or online
instead of in a
local office.

Cost bonus*
… Because the less
service you use,

who exercise
and/or take
advantage of
preventive offers.

the more you can
keep for yourself.

Overall
bonus*
This amounts to
your individual
annual AGIDA
bonus.

1

€ 10.000 and less

€50

+

€100

+

€50

=

€200

2

€ 10.000 and more

€50

+

€100

+

€90

=

€240

3

€ 20.000 and more

€50

+

€100

+

€120

=

€270

4

€ 30.000 and more

€50

+

€100

+

€150

=

€300

5

€ 42.000 and more

€50

+

€100

+

€210

=

€360
* Maximum bonus

AGIDA – DIE
DIREKTE DER
AOK HESSEN
THOSE INSURED AT AGIDA GET
TWICE THE BEST SERVICES AND
ATTRACTIVE FINANCIAL ADVAN
TAGES.

Bonus: Staying fit and healthy is rewarded. Up to €360
bonus per year, even if you have to see your physician.
Calculate today and rejoice tomorrow.

Secure up to €360 per year,
absolutely risk-free.

Easy: Becoming a member, collecting your bonus,
contacting us. We make all of that a little easier.
Life is too beautiful to be stressed out.
Risk-free: Don‘t miss out on any service? With us you get
everything without having to pay a cent more. You‘ll get
your bonus, even if you get sick once in a while.

You prefer communication via
email or phone? We‘ll reward you
with a bonus.

Strong: With the AOK Hessen AGIDA has a
reliable partner.
Beneficial: On top of subsidising numerous attractive
health offers with up to €300 per year, AGIDA
additionally pays up to €400 per year for additional
services beyond the regular portfolio.

You‘ll be rewarded for your active
and healthy lifestyle, for example
with regular check-ups or a
membership in a club.

